
ACST101: Finance 1A 
 

Topic 1: Introduction 
 

The Role of Financial Managers 

 

Responsible for making decisions in the best interest of owners  shareholders. Makes 

decisions that maximise value of owner’s shares, maximising owner’s wealth. 

 

Stakeholders 

Someone other than an owner, having claim on the company’s cash flowers, including 

employees wanting wages paid, etc. Stakeholders’ interests differ from those of the owners 

and may exert pressure on management to make decisions benefiting them.  

 

Cash Flows 

To produce GS, companies require long term productive assets→tangible machinery and 

intangible patents  expertise (intellectual capital) to generate cash flows. When inflows 

exceed outflows to pay operating expenses and tax, the company is profitable. After 

obligations, residual (remaining) cash flows can be paid as a dividend or reinvested→ 

providing the foundation for companies to grow and provide greater returns. 

 

Capital Budgeting:  

The decision making process identifying the long term productive assets to purchase is one 

of the most important decision processes in a company. Affects the asset side of the balance 

sheet and largely impact on a company’s success→Capital assets generate most of 

company’s cash flows and are long term investments, incurring significant financial outlay.  

 

A good capital budgeting decision involves the value of the benefits and future cash flows 

exceeding the cost of the asset, increasing the wealth of the company and thus, 

shareholders.  

 

Financing Decisions: 

Methods companies use to obtain and manage long term financing to acquire and support 

their productive assets. Decisions involve trade-offs between advantages  disadvantages 

to the company. 

 

• Debt financing is a source of funds with the advantage of tax deductible debt 

payments, however it increases business risk in creating a contractual obligation to 

pay interest and principal regardless of its operating cash flow.  

• Equity financing (representing ownership through capital contributions) has no 

maturity with no guaranteed payments to investors although dividend payments are 

not tax deductible.  



• A mix of debt and equity financing the company on the balance sheet is called the 

capital structure as these funds are raised in capital markets (maturities >1 year).  

• Financing decisions affect the tax the company pays and the risk of insolvency. 

Financial managers determine the combination that minimises the cost of financing. 

 

Working Capital Management Decisions: 

Determining the operational decisions so the company can generate a cash flow and pay 

debt. In producing products at the lowest price while maintaining quality, decisions focus on 

supplying low cost materials and keeping labour costs down while ensuring day to day 

finances have sufficient cash to pay wages and maintain inventories. This is the 

management of company’s short term current assets and current liabilities.  

 

The mismanagement and a negative net working capital can cause a company to default on 

debt and become solvent even though it is profitable in the LT (chronic accounts receivable 

policy). Optimal inventory levels also affect profit→too little=lost sales and too much=lost 

productivity. 

 

Forms of Business Organisations 
 

Sole Trader: 

Business owned by a single individual. Simplest business type to start and least regulation, 

keeping all profits and decision making authority. However, has unlimited liability for debts 

(owner’s personal wealth)  equity capital invested is limited by trader’s personal wealth.  

 

Partnerships: 

2 or more owners joined together legally to manage a business and share its profits. While 

similar to sole traders, have access to more capital, knowledge, experience and skills 

although feature disputes over business development and administration.  

 

Companies:  

Include most large businesses→independent legal entity able to do business in its own right 

(distinct to owners). Gives shareholders limited liability for debts and obligations, however 

have high costs to establish and register with greater compliance costs and strict record 

keeping requirements (governed by ASIC) compared to other business structures. Public 

companies listed on stock exchange to gain access to greater capital and grow in size.  

 

 

Goals of the Company 

 

Managers determine the appropriate goal for financial management decisions.  

 

• Maximise market share→cutting prices to increase sales, borrowing to expand, 

investing into advertising. High growth strategy is risky in the short term and leads to 

wealth or insolvency in the long term 



• Profit maximisation→ignores uncertainty and risk associated with cash flows with a 

trade-off between expected return and risk.  

• Maximising the value of shares/equity: to determine the value of a company’s 

shares, analysts consider the size of expected cash flows, the timing of flows and its 

risk (overcoming cash flow ignorance of max profit). Appropriate goal for financial 

management 

 

Agency Conflicts: Separation of Ownership and Control 

 

In a large company, ownership is spread across many shareholders who have little control 

over management. Management may therefore make decisions benefiting its own interests 

rather than shareholders (self-interest behaviour may effect value of the company).  

 

• Ownership and Control: In small businesses, no conflict of interest with manager 

and owner often the same person and personal  economic interest tied to success 

of the business. As ownership and management are separated, managers may 

pursue goals in their own self-interest 

• Agency Relationships: Arises when the principal hires another party, the agent, to 

perform a service on their behalf (Shareholders and Management). Legally managers 

have a fiduciary duty to shareholders to put their interests above their own. Agency 

conflicts do arise. Shareholders own the company but managers control the money 

and have the opportunity to use it for their own benefit.  

• Agency Costs: Costs incurred from conflicts of interest between agency and 

principal. Types of spending (extravagant expense account hotels, travel and 

dinners) conflict with goal of maximising share price.  
 

Aligning Interests 

 

• Board of Directors- Legal responsibility to represent shareholder interests, 

monitoring performance of CEO and approving major decisions to ensure 

management and shareholder goals are linked.  

• Regulatory Reforms: CLERP 9 strengthens the standards for auditor independence 

and their obligations to report breaches to ASIC enhances disclosure and 

accountability to shareholders. 
 

The Importance of Ethics in Business 

 

Corruption in business creates inefficiencies in the economy, inhibits the growth of capital 

markets and slows national economic growth. The legal system and market forces impose 

substantial costs on individuals and institutions engaging in unethical behaviour. Incentives 

of financial losses, insolvency and imprisonment are coupled with heavy regulatory bodies. 

 

An ethical culture in a company is important and gives people a set of principles and morals 

to make ethical judgements, influencing the decisions they go on to make.  



 

Topic 2: The Financial System 
 

• Provides a marketplace for money, enabling the transfer of purchasing power 

between market participants and present and future time.  

• It consists of financial markets (Direct financing) for the creation and exchange of 

financial assets (loans) and financial institutions (Indirect financing) providing 

financial services to the economy.  

• Its critical role in the economy is to gather money from people and businesses with 

surplus funds and channel the gathered money to those who need it.  

• A well-developed financial system is critical for the operation and competitiveness of 

Australia’s complex economy.  

o Maximises interest rates on term deposits  minimises interest on loans 

o Directs money to the best investment opportunities (business projects with 

high ROI and credit ratings are financed), contributing to higher production  

overall economic efficiency 

• Households and their savings are the biggest source of funds for lending in the 

market 

• Money flows through the financial system: 

o Directly→savers invest directly in financial securities 

o Indirectly→financial institutions mediate between lenders and borrowers 

 

 

Direct Financing 

 

Borrowers sell securities (Shares and bonds) to savers in exchange for money. For most 

companies, the financial markets (dealing with large sums) provide funds at the lowest 

possible cost. Financial institutions are major buyers of securities in direct financial markets. 

 

Financial managers can engage in direct market transactions without using the market by 

selling long term bonds or raise finance by issuing their own securities (bonds and shares) in 

the financial market (eg: capital market).  

 

Investment Banks: 

Specialise in helping companies sell debt and equity in the direct financial markets, 

underwriting new security issues and performing origination. 

 

• Origination: Process of preparing a security for sale. Investment banker determines 

feasibility of project funded and amount of capital to be raised, obtaining legal 

clearances to sell securities (to public→issues a prospectus) 

• Underwriting: Process investment banker guarantees company will raise funds it 

expects from its new security issue.  



o Price risk→in a stand-by underwriting arrangement, if an issue is not fully 

subscribed, underwriter bears risk that they may resell the shares not 

purchased at the prevailing market price (may be lower). Happens when 

overestimates value of shares when determining initial offer price. 

o Underwriting spread→ Compensation for providing its services (difference 

between price paid for security and initial sale price). 

 

Types of Financial Markets 
 

Primary Market: 

New security issues are sold by companies directly to initial investors. IPOs selling ordinary 

shares. 

 

Secondary Market:  

Owners of existing securities sell them to other investors. Outstanding securities do not 

raise equity for the original issuers in the primary market.  

 

• Marketability: Ease with which a security can be sold and converted into cash. 

Depends on whether buyers are readily available and costs of trading and searching 

for information (transaction costs). 

• Liquidity: Ability to convert an asset into cash quickly without loss of value. Liquidity 

implies that when a security is sold, its value is preserved; marketability does not 

carry this implication.  

• Brokers: Market specialists bringing buyers and sellers together in secondary 

markets. Bear no risk of ownership of securities, only executing transaction. 

• Dealers: Market specialists who ‘make markets’ for securities by buying and selling 

from their own inventories. Dealers bear a price risk (price sold lower than paid for).  

 

Exchanges:  

Such as ASX, provide a central trading platform and facilities for members to buy and sell 

securities or other assets under a specific set of rules and regulations. 

 

OTC Markets: 

Includes securities not listed on an exchange. Differs from organised exchanges in that the 

market has no central trading location. Transactions over the phone  electronic platforms. 

Limited transparency and facilitate small, relatively unknown companies. 

 

Money Markets: 

Short term debt instruments with maturities of less than 1 year. Wholesale markets with 

minimum transactions of $1m. Instruments are lower in risk with high liquidity. Large 

companies use to manage liquidity and adjust temporary cash shortfalls  surpluses.  

 

 

 



Capital Markets: 

Longer term where debt and equity are traded (ASX). Companies raise fund to finance 

capital assets with market instruments carrying more default risk and longer maturities.  

 

Public Markets: 

Organised financial markets where securities listed on an exchange are sold to the public. 

ASIC regulates all primary and secondary markets→imposes significant costs of compliance. 

 

Private Market: 

Direct private placement transactions between to an investor. Advantages include speed 

funds are raised and low transaction costs, although raise relatively smaller funds.  

 

 

 

Financial Institutions  

 

Commercial Banks: 

Most common financial intermediaries. Offers overdrafts, term loans and lease financing.  

 

Life and General Insurance Companies: 

Have fairly predictable cash flow→provide funding to companies in direct finance markets 

in purchasing shares and bonds. All businesses protect physical assets and policies for staff. 

 

Superannuation Funds: 

With predictable cash flows, fund managers invest in money  capital market securities as 

well as in private placement market. 

 

Investment Funds: 

Hedge funds pool capital of investors into asset portfolios of wide ranging properties.  

 

Finance Companies: 

Fund businesses that commercial banks deem too high of a credit risk.  

 

 

  



Indirect Financing  

 

When companies need funds for capital investments or liquidity adjustments, borrow in the 

indirect market through financial institutions→intermediaries converting financial 

instruments.  

 

• Bank raises money by selling financial instruments (savings account) and using this 

money to make loans to businesses and consumers 

• Super  insurance companies provide strong portion of long term financing through 

indirect market transactions→invest contributions into the money market and long 

term equity and bond market.  

 

 
 

Therefore, as the form of securities remains unchanged in direct markets, this is the 

difference with indirect transactions.  

 

 

 

The Determinants of Interest Rate Levels 
 

Real Rate of Interest 

 

The interest rate determined in the absence of inflation, measuring inflation adjusted 

returns and representing the inflation adjusted cost incurred when borrowing. The nominal 

rate of interest is the existing rate observed in the marketplace.  

 

Influences on Interest Rates: 

 

• Return on Investment: When company returns earned on capital investments 

exceeds the weighed average cost of funding (debt and equity), value is added to the 

company. Higher IR discourages business investment (risk to cover higher costs) 

• Time Preference for Consumption: Individuals typically display a positive time 

preference and prefer consumption in the present. With low interest rates on 

savings products, consumers have little incentive to save and delay consumption.  

• Equilibrium Condition: As a function of supply and demand, lenders are willing to 

supply more funds are interest rates increase but borrows demand less at this level. 

Equilibrium rate is the IR where desired level of lending equals desired borrowing.  

 



Fluctuations in the Real Rate: 

 

• A major breakthrough in technology will cause a shift to the right in desired level of 

borrowing (demand curve), increasing the real rate of interest (new technology 

creates investment opportunities). Reduced company tax encourages businesses to 

invest also. 

• A decrease in income tax shifts the curve to the right and leads to a decrease in real 

interest (tax paid on interest income is lower) and similarly the RBA’s increase to the 

money supply.  

• Population growth, age of the population and cultural differences also influences 

desired borrowing and lending in the economy.  

• Real IR historically around 4% for Aus 

 

 

 

The Fisher Equation  
 

To incorporate ‘inflationary expectations’ into a loan contract, the real rate of interest 

needs to be adjusted by the amount of inflation expected.  

 

𝑟 = 𝑖 − Pe                            𝑟 =
(1+𝑖)

(1+𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
 − 1 

 
Cyclical and Long Term Trends in Interest Rates: 
 

• The level of interest rates tends to rise and fall with changes in the actual rate of 
inflation. 

• The level of interest rates tends to rise during periods of economic expansion and 
decline during periods of economic contraction. 
 

 

 
 


